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NO other race has the glamour of the Cape to Rio - and Durban skippers are
planning a hefty challenge when it resumes in 1993. Although only raced three times,
this epic yachting challenge bas captured the imagination of people around the world
like none other. It was banned after 1976 when Brazil deemed South African links
were undesirable. Not to mention the French team that burled tuxedo-eel Brazilian
officials into the Rio de Janiero yacht club pool - which caused some concern in
up-market circles - because the majority of those who belong to this, probably the
most elite yacht club in the world, neither own boats nor understand the occasional
wild antics of those who do. Now the race is on again, and in January 1993, the saga
will be rewritten.
But all bas been forgiven,
if not forgotten . The
Graham Spence
" wild" South Africans
Hot contenders lain Park-Ross, left, and David Cox.
who cross heaving oceans
for fun, are being welcomed back into the fun
city of South America and even into the hallowed balls of the Rio
club.
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that the Cape to Rio bas
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any other southern ocean
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weather all the way. To
as I dare."
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The first race saw
and racing on her, this is
much drama. As Gordon
the best news possible.
Webb, former chairman
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plans to be there - and
tion of South Africa this time I'm going for an
which organises the race
overall win."
- found out in 1971. He
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Town and way off the
1976 for being the first to
trade wind shipping
cross the Greenwich Meroutes, and they sank.
ridian, said be too was
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we could into the life raft
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"I don't think I have
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the financial resources to
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prepare a challenge my·
spooked my wife and the
self, but I certaily would
other three crew memlike to take part - perbers," be recalls.
haps even with Dave Cox.
We are the only two skip"I had been a merpers who have raced to
chant seaman for years
Rio and then sailed back.
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such a mishap. I knew we
" That means a loop
were off the shipping
into the Southern Ocean;
routes and feared the
and after a bard race,
worst.
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ocean. But ironically a
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retired because be bad
be Iain Park-Ross who
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Says Richard Crockett,
chairman of Casa: "We
·Skipper Nell Balley blasts off In his downwind racer Sensation.
e won the
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The magic lives on.
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Durban skippers plan a major
ch~llenge in the world's
most glamorous ocean crossing
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